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The classic stories of C. S. LewisÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s The Chronicles of Narnia come to life through this

beautifully boxed edition of fully dramatized audio adventures. Produced by Focus on the

FamilyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s acclaimed Radio Theatre, the series is now presented in a collector-quality tin

with original artwork and map of Narnia.Recorded in London with an all-star cast of

EnglandÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s brightest talent from the stage and screen, an original orchestral score, and

cinema-quality digital sound design, this innovative recording includes all seven original stories and

nearly 22 hours of entertainment! Adults and children alike will be entranced by stories of courage,

self-sacrifice, friendship, and honorÃ¢â‚¬â€¢in a world where talking creatures conspire with men,

dark forces are bent on conquest, and the great lion Aslan is the only hope.This is a repackaged,

collectorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s edition of this bestselling Radio Theatre resource, which has sold more than

340,000 copies.
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This is a wonderful production of Narnia. It's easy to stay awake because it's acted out instead of

read. The map included is also great! Made our time in the car go by quickly!

One of the best audio series I've heard. Dramatized, yet almost exactly true to the book, word for

word. The only qualm is Aslan's voice, but nobody seems to do that right.



We have listened to these over and over and over in the truck on so many trips. So. Many. Trips...

We already had a CD version of this in our personal collection. We bought this set to use in our

Sunday School class, where we are studying the Chronicles of Narnia and their relationship to the

Bible and Earth. This set is done in tracks, with each chapter in a track. Our other one made it too

hard to find where we left off. Thanks

Gift for my wife. She loves being able to have it play while driving to/from work.

I will give this 5 stars because we do love listening to these. BUT... I am not a personal fan of

Aslan's voice in these! The kids don't seem to mind. :)

This is the 3rd set of these our family has owned. They are fantastic! As our children grow up they

do a little friendly fighting over who gets the Narnia CD's... this set is for me!

I have an older set of these and purchased 2 for my adult sons and their family. This is dramatized

and is done exceptionally well. I try to listen to the set at least once per year...while driving around

town doing errands. The music, the appropriate background noise, the "actors" make this come

alive!
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